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 hes missung a '=' line ;) dr_willis: :P dr_willis: i tried to add the line in /etc/fstab but i am unable to do it can i make a.deb out of a github-repo? whast in a github repo? dr_willis: after u deleted the line i added the partition with blkid, but i still cant mount it? we dont know what in the repo ;) wsky, github? build-deps? sruli: what partition sry. dr_willis: it works with the line in fstab, but with blkid i get
that i dont have a uuid for that partition guess those 2 things are not related dr_willis: the partition ( /dev/sda4 ) is not in fstab dr_willis: but if i add it with blkid it works i have my /home/ partition with its own uuid but thats the only one i have to put in fstab and i dont even use it that way. !blkid To see a list of your devices/partitions and their corresponding UUID's, run this command in a!shell: Â«
sudo blkid Â» (see for the rationale behind the transition to UUID) so i imagine blkid just showed you it had info on the disk.. then you somehow seem to confuse it I have very little experience with Ubuntu so bear with me. I have been installing things using the GUI. This is why I am here. The GUI asks for a login name and password. I am not sure what my login name and password are. I am using

an old Toshiba laptop. The password is written on the back of the laptop. 82157476af
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